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Abstract. The paper proposes a mathematical model for segmentation of
the acidity dynamics of agricultural lands in Eastern Siberia. The
segmentation rule is based on the analysis of the image frequency
characteristic acidity, which makes it possible to predict the change in the
property of the segmented areas. The mathematical approach to the
segmentation of the dynamics of agrophysical parameters of agricultural
soils has proves to be effective in managing the quality of the natural
energy state on the control plots. It is expected that the experience will be
applied to the entire responsibility area of ‘SAS’ ‘Solyanskaya’ (912.4
thousand ha). Introduction and distribution of innovative practices and
technologies will provide new opportunities for monitoring and
management of the natural energy state quality of the East-Siberian
territory (23 million ha).
Keywords: image segmentation, segmentation rule, segmentation of the
dynamics of agrochemical parameters.

Introduction
The national food security problem cannot be solved without a profound digital
transformation of technologies for monitoring and predicting the dynamics of key
agrochemical parameters of soil productivity. New technologies should be focused on the
optimal use and preservation of the natural energy reserve of agricultural lands.
The transformation of technology for monitoring and managing the quality of natural
energy reserve of lands requires the widespread use of highly automated (smart)
productivity quality management technologies. This should be based on mathematical
analysis and prediction of the dynamics of key agrophysical parameters of soils.
Technologically, such transformation can be seen from the mathematical segmentation
of the image.
The mathematical formulation of the segmentation problem is discussed in [1-6].
It is shown that the solution to the segmentation problem of the function f (a) is to
divide the image into S = {s1, s2, ..., sk}, non-empty connected areas for which the LP rule
takes true values only if any pair of elements from any subset of siS satisfies the goal of
interpreter.
Under alternative conditions, the goal is limited to estimating the dynamics of the
distribution density of the segmented image properties.
In general, segmentation can be considered as:
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Seg: f(а)

Lp

 S(Sem.),

where:
 S(Sem.) – semantic relations.
 si(Sem.) – the name of the siS area;
 LP(siSem) – the «neighbourhood» model.
In [20], there are the main forms of syntactic neighbourhood relations that are typical
for the image area. For the "Area" model of the imagesi1 [20]:
s10 = < Рi, {bi}1 {b1–b3, b5}2 >,

where:
 bi1 – u-nary attribute of the si area that includes a subset of the elements of the Рi.
area. For example, it is the sign of the convexity of the shape of the area;
 b12–b32, b52 - models of possible neighbourhood relations of boundary elements of the
area. For example, it is the cardinality of the boundary elements of a segmented area with
other areas including the «background» area;
A satisfactory segmentation result for S set that is given is an ideal case and is suitable
for the "classical" syntax of deterministic mapping of object properties in the image:
 the problem representation allows for setting in advance the value of the iconic
function f(а) for the «background» area. The "background" area fills the entire image
which contains the S areas representing the properties of the object. The "background" area
is defined by the most contrasting value of the function relative to the segmented areas,
usually close to the maximum (minimum) value;
 the segmented si areas have differences in u-nary features (usually in the gradient:
f(а)) and neighbourhood, they are also true for the "background" area. The areas have a
boundary in the form of a closed external and possibly internal contour in accordance with
the set of neighbourhood models of the boundary elements of the b12–b32, b52 area.
In deterministic conditions, the LP rule is a comprehensive estimation of the f(а)
"distance" (proximity) of the рi f(а) current image element and the neighbourhood
(adjacency) of the рjsi form:
рi: f(а) – si min., and рi  рj=1, где рjsi.

(1)

Thus, every current element of the рi f(а) image refers only to one siS area.
Accordingly, segmentation is performed on the basis of the uniformity and connectivity of
the f(а) image elements.
Without the ideal conditions for displaying the properties of an object, there are regular
physical violations of the shape of segmented areas due to distortions in the form of
incomplete, false, thickened contours, "overlapping" areas and other related errors
[1,10,11].
One of the ways to deal with errors is to modernize the rule (1) of the semantic
component, as a configurable "radius" that allows for improving the quality of
segmentation. Such a rule has the following form:
рi: f(а) – LP(siSem)< riSem и рi  рj=1, где рjsi,

2

(2)
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where riSem – the radius of uniformity for siSem.
Thus, the assessment of the uniformity of a class can be changed in the process of
segmentation [21, 22], by changing the riSem regarding the analysis of the uniformity of
adjacent classes. In addition, an adjustment of the power S can be made on the basis of the
analysis of the uniformity of siSem and the power of the "background" area.
The use of the adaptation principle (2) on the one hand improves the quality and on the
other hand naturally limits the possibility of applying the LP(siSem) rule when using image
analysis systems with different properties and in different physical display conditions.
Moreover, LP(siSem) usually represents a priori knowledge based on iconic information,
which limits the practical use of formalization [1-4] in solving the problem of
interpretation.
The way out of this situation is to recognize the need to consider the image in a purely
mathematical aspect, as continuous and differentiable function f(z), problem-subject area
and interpretation of the characteristics of the attributes of segmented image areas [22, 23].
The image of the problem-subject area is based on the given physical attributes of the
process (object) under study:
Given F{z1, z2, …, zn}–the complex of attributes of an object represented by a set of
images f(zi), as well as the rules Lp(SiSem) that determine the uniformity radius riSem of the ith attribute value.
The segmentation task can be solved by separating the function f(zi) into N areas
(classes) for which Lp(SiSem) takes true values that comply with the objectives.
In this case, the segmentation is considered a continuous process of analysing the
dynamics of the image f(zi):
Lp( SiSem )

Seg: f(zi)

Sem

ri

 ni(Sem.),

where ni(Sem.)N is the semantic relation (class name) defined in the analysis of the
uniformity of the current state area f(zi), limited by the radius ri(Sem.).
The complexity of segmentation is determined by a number of conceptual aspects:
 interpretation objective –(object phenomenology);
 adequacy of imaging –(of phenomenological properties or essential attributes of the
adopted model: f(z)).
In the general case, segmentation of the function f(z) satisfies the evaluator when any
pair of elements [zi–zi − 1] from any subset zi f(z) compiles the contour description.



C

n

f ( z )dz  limmax[zi  zi 1 ]0  f ( si )( zi  zi1 ) ,
i 1

where f ( si ) describes a change in the physical attribute (semantic relationship, area
name–SiSem); Lp [zi–zi − 1] is the reference to the ‘neighbourhood’ model, defined by the
ri(Sem.) radius of the uniformity of the physical attribute.
The mathematical ‘neighbourhood’ model for any area of the function f(z) of the closed
loop is described by the Cauchy integral formula.

f

(i )

(z) 

i!
f ( z)
dz .
2 i CS i ( z 0  z ) i 1

3

(3)
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If the path in the positive direction (counter clockwise) is defined by a smooth
parametric representation z = z(t) ( ≤ t ≤  ), where z() = a and z() = b (a, b are initial
arc integration points), then the calculation is carried out according to the formula.


f ( z )dz 



 f ( z(t )) z (t )dt   Re[ f ( z(t )) z (t )dt  i  Im[ f ( z(t )) z (t )dt


(4)

Formula (3) allows for segmenting the contour of area Si on the image f(z) and (4)
describes the contour properties.
In case of a multiple connection (i.e. when bypassing the complement in the negative
direction), the segmentation and description of the contour are slightly complicated.

f (i ) ( z ) 

f ( z0 )  f ( z ) .
i!
dz
2i СS i ( z 0  z ) i 1

(5)

Accordingly, the calculation is carried out by the formula:








n

f ( z)dz   Re[ f ( z(t))z(t)dt  i  Im[ f ( z(t))z(t )dt   Re[ f ( z(t))z(t)dt  i  Im[ f ( z(t ))z(t)dt (6)
s 1 si

si

It is known that the critical derivation point z0 serves as the centre of the semantical
radius ri(Sem.). Usually, the value of the critical point is set empirically based on expert
knowledge. For example, in the field of plant cultivation, the critical points represent the
centres of four groups of cultivated plants with corresponding acidity values.
Conceptually, the value of the critical point is defined on the section of the segmented
area boundary and the background where the integral equals to zero at any size and position
of the common boundary.
For this reason, it is proposed to connect the position of the critical point with the
dynamics of the image frequency characteristic. In this case, the bracketing ri(Sem.) will
ensure the uniformity of the frequency characteristic of the segmented image area.

Method of analysis of the key soil productivity parameters
The important parameters determining the energy state of agricultural lands in the
eastern territories of Krasnoyarsk Territory are the following: acidity, moisture, content of
humus, active forms of phosphorus and potassium on slightly acidic and neutral soils in the
conditions of sharply continental climate of Siberia [16-19].
An example of the segmentation of images of weighted averages of acidity, active
phosphorus and uncomplexed potassium for groups of plants on plots of agricultural land in
the area of Stepnyaki village, Brazhensky village council, Kansk district, Krasnoyarsk
Territory, is shown in Figure 1.
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Weighted averages of the exchange potassium, experimental area

Image segmentation of the distribution of the weighted averages of the exchange potassium

Weighted averages of the active phosphorus, experimental area

Image segmentation of the distribution of the weighted averages of the active phosphorus
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Weighted averages of acidity, experimental area

Fig. 1. Image segmentation of the distribution of the weighted averages of acidity

Usually, the interpretation of the object phenomenology is based on the analysis of the
frequency, amplitude and phase characteristics of the segmented areas of the image f(zi).
The segmentation starts from the calculation of the centre line of the image graph f(zi):
k

 ср 



i

i 1

,

k

where k is the number of samples.
The uniformity boundaries are calculated using the Lp rule as follows:

Lp

U

ri

  ср 

( Sem )



n

,

where n is the number of measurements.
Deviation value  is calculated as follows:
k

n

i 1

j 1



 

[  i , j   ср ] 2
nk

The segmentation and contour description are carried out in a similar way in case of a
multiple connection, i.e. with the integration over the upper and lower boundaries of the
image area.

Lp

U L

  ср 

6

ri

( Sem )

n



.
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Apparently, the segmented areas (see Figure 1) by the LpUL rule should be considered
relatively uniform since the segmentation is performed on the basis of a rather abstract
parameter like a weighted average.
It is convenient to improve the quality of area segmentation and thus obtain a more
accurate solution to the task based on the analysis of their frequency characteristic [20-23].
In this case, the segmentation based on the analysis of the frequency dynamics of the
segmented image area f (r ) is described by an integral formula of the type [22,23].

f ( i ) (0 ) 

i!
f ( r )
d r .
2i Si ( r  0 ) i 1

(3а)

where: r is the frequency assessment on the interval

[ i – i 1 ] typical of a slightly acidic medium with a radius of riSem; 0 - critical derivation
point.
The integral characterising the change in the frequency of the segmented area is
calculated using the formula.

f (r )d 

 f ( (t))

r

r













(t )dt   Re[ f (r (t ))r (t )dt  i  Im[ f (r (t ))r (t )dt

(4а)

Formula (4a) allows for segmenting the image area with a given frequency
characteristic. The analysis of the frequency dynamics in conjunction with the amplitude
analysis of dynamics, phase and image area parameters makes it possible to predict
changes in the qualitative uniformity of physical parameters under known seasonality
conditions and taking into account the quality of the input data.
Presumably, areas with a relatively high frequency index tend to transfer to the more
active soil class and vice versa.

Result analysis and discussion
The data on the distribution of the agrophysical parameters on the basis of long-term
research conducted by the staff of FSUE SAS ‘Solyanskaya’ provide a general image of the
dynamics of agricultural land productivity in Kansk district of Krasnoyarsk Territory, in
particular agricultural lands of Stepnyaki village, Brazhensky village council, Kansk
district, Krasnoyarsk Territory.
The calculation of the uniformity radius riSem for the i-th class is carried out from the
critical point 0 as follows:

 0 i   ср 

ri

( Sem )

n

 .

It should be noted that the value of the ‘radius’ riSem is described by a graph f (r ) . As a
result, the characteristic f (r ) makes it possible to form the classes of image areas with
the radius riSem, which reflect the uniform object properties (3a).
The calculation of the contour area of the segmented areas is carried out according to
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(4a).
Calculation of the contour frequency:
f ( r )  P( )  jQ ( )  f ( )e j ( )  f ( )[cos  ( )  j sin  ( )] ,

where: P ( )  Re f ( j );
Q ( )  Im f ( j )  f ( ) sin  ( )] ;
P ( ) .
 ( )  arctg
Q ( )
Figure 2, shows the result of the image area segmentation that makes it possible to
analyse the dynamics of three acidity classes of soils (slightly acidic, circumneutral and
neutral) of the Stepnyaki village agricultural land plot.

Fig. 2. Segmentation the image frequency properties and evaluation of the uniformity of segmented
area classes

The central segmented area covers the entire study area of agricultural land in
Stepnyaki village. This area belongs to the ‘circumneutral’ soil class (pH 5.9), which is
relatively to the north of more acidic soils and to the south of neutral soils.
According to further analysis of the central plot in relation to the density of image
frequency characteristic f (r ) ,, the northern part of the plot, with its relatively high
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frequency parameter, tends to lower the acidity of the medium to a slightly acidic soil (pH
5.6), while the southern part accordingly tends to increase the acidity to a neutral medium
(pH 6.2) (as shown in Figure 2. on the right). This is also confirmed by the evaluation of
the density of the image frequency characteristic f (r ) of the central plot (Figure 2. on the
left).
Overall, the prognosis based on the analysis of the image frequency dynamics shows a
relatively high qualitative uniformity of the central plot; the robustness of the plot in
maintaining a ‘circumneutral’ environmental response serves as a good complement to
standardised methods of analysis of soil condition of agricultural lands.

Conclusion
The proposed mathematical model is harmonised with the accepted methods used to
analyse the main agrochemical parameters [24-28] and greatly enhances the possibilities for
more accurate analysis, interpretation and prediction of agrophysical characteristics of soil
condition.
The segmentation mathematical model based on more complex ‘neighbourhood’
relations defined by the uniformity radius riSem of the image area frequency
characteristic f ( r ) allows for performing the fragmentation of the characteristic into N
classes under causal conditions, for which Lp(SiSem) takes true values that comply with the
objectives.
In this case, object segmentation is a combined strategy:
Lp( SiSem )

Seg: f (r )

Sem

ri

 ni(Sem.),

where ri(Sem.)N is the semantic relation (object name) determined during the analysis of the
frequency uniformity of the segmented area boundaries.
The mathematical approach to the segmentation of the dynamics of agrophysical
parameters of agricultural soils has proved to be effective in managing the quality of the
natural energy state on the control plots. It is expected that the experience will be applied to
the entire responsibility area of ‘SAS’ ‘Solyanskaya’ (912.4 thousand ha).
In the future, it is expected to create a ‘Digital atlas’ reflecting the dynamics of changes
in the main agrochemical parameters of soils as part of the Project ‘Strategy for the
Development of the Agroindustrial Complex of Krasnoyarsk Territory (5 million ha) for the
period until 2030 (http://www.krskstate.ru/2030/plan).
Introduction and distribution of innovative practices and technologies will provide new
opportunities for monitoring and management of the natural energy state quality of the
East-Siberian territory (23 million ha).
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